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LA VIGNE AUX GAMINS 2006

A vintage Blanc de Blancs
La Vigne aux Gamins is produced exclusively from a parcel of vines from Avize, which was
planted more than 60 years ago and enjoys an outstanding situation in every way. The pure
chalk subsoil gives the wine its finesse and the propensity to suffer from millerandage, but
with its small, well-aerated bunches, it can reach excellent levels of maturity. La Vigne aux
Gamins, vintage and single varietal Champagne, retains the specific character of the terroir,
the year and the natural flavours of Chardonnay. It is the supreme expression of Champagne
Thiénot’s winemaking expertise.

The 2006 vintage

The clemency of winter and a spring free of frosts give rise to a late budburst. The warm
weather and sun in June and July, despite hailstorms in early July, benefits the bunches and
the development of berries.
The month of August 2006 is cool and wet but a happy climatic uplift early September
stimulates the ripening of the grapes. The harvest that begins between September 6 and 25
following the sectors, takes place in dry weather and sunny. When tasting clear wines in
spring 2007, the Chardonnays have a nice aromatic freshness and lightness.

TERROIR/BLEND

A blend of vintage Chardonnay – Blanc de Blancs – exclusively from Avize.

CELLARS AGEING

11 years in our cellars at Rue des Moissons.

TASTING NOTE

Golden yellow colour, dotted with light green hues.The nose is expressive with notes of
hazelnut, dried fig and mocha.The long, ample and generous palate is dominated by dried-
fruit aromas and a hint of almond.This delicious wine has notes of fresh pastry and brioche

RECOMMENDED DRINKING OCCASION

Chef Mathieu Pacaud offers at Apicius a pairing with ( a milk-fed veal loin with asparagus
juice in watercress condiment) square of veal iced milk with asparagus juice in watercress
condiment or hot chocolate cake for dessert.


